Data Sheet

Informed, organized, and in control

with XL TestView

Full visibility and control of your test process and results help you confidently guide development and testing,
and make smarter go-live decisions.
Do you have a complete view of your test results and trends
across all your testing tools in a clean, actionable view?
Want an organized central point of control and smart
automation for your tests?
Speed up go-live decisions,
be more responsive to
customers, and beat the
competition to market with
smarter testing,
higher-quality software,
and faster releases.
Take action with complete,
early awareness of your 		
code’s health, performance,
and trends across tools and
pipelines.

Tired of analyzing multiple reports from different tools to
get the simple answers you need to guide your team’s
efforts and make release decisions?
You test your code so you can transform it into high-quality software you
can deliver with confidence. You need to use multiple tools and many sets
of tests to ensure coverage and quality but your tests and results naturally
become complicated, and overwhelming. Even as you automate the
testing processes themselves, it takes hours or even days of manual effort
to bring that disorganized data together for actionable decision-making.

	
Organize and control all
tests from multiple tools,
both open source and
enterprise.
R educe meetings and
communicate better as you
easily visualize all major test
results, trends, and
correlations.
Optimize speed and
increase test value.
Eliminate flaky and
unnecessary tests.
Automatically run only
feature-relevant tests
and failing tests.
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Software Test Analysis, Control, and Decision-making with XL TestView

Data Sheet

•

Become more informed,
organized, and in control of
your software testing process.

• Visualize and analyze your
entire software testing
process.

• Intelligently optimize your

testing to make it faster, more
automated, and more
effective.

• Quickly make confident,

data-driven, go/no-go
deployment decisions for
smooth and successful
software releases.

Testing needs to be managed and organized, and results need to be clear. XL
TestView gives you a clean, panoramic view of all your tests, results, and trends.
You are in control over which tests are run, why, and when. You get the
information you need so you can make confident go/no-go decisions to make
your software releases smooth and successful.
XL TestView gives you full visibility and control over your current software test
results across all major testing tools.
Automate test results collection, visualization, and analysis for your application.
XL TestView is designed to help your team better manage, understand, and act
on the test results of your development initiatives.

XL TestView Features
Visualize and analyze test results,
trends, and correlation in real-time

Use trend visualization and detailed
results analysis to make informed
release and development decisions.
XL TestView provides your team with
a single source of insight into release
quality.

Collect results from – and control –
all major test tools

XL TestView works out of the box with
existing tools in your environment like
FitNesse, Selenium, Gatling, HP ALM,
JMeter, Cucumber, TestNG, Appium
and Jenkins. Collect results from
functional, performance, integration,
load test tools, mobile, and
multi-device testing, both open-source
and enterprise.

Automate go/no-go decisions

Define quality acceptance criteria for
automated go/no-go decisions to
streamline your release process.

Optimize testing for value and speed

Automatically run important tests first
based on history. Identify and eliminate
flaky and ineffective tests. Filter tests
by context.

Install and configure in minutes

Install in 2 minutes, add your own test
data in another 2 minutes. Easy to
configure dashboards and reports.

XL TestView and Jenkins
Increase the capability of your
existing Jenkins setup by
adding sophisticated
visualization so you can see all
your test results across jobs.
XL TestView lets you collect
results from multiple Jenkins
jobs and view and analyze them
side-by-side. It also stores
history, so you can make
decisions based on multiple
jobs, multiple tests, multiple
tools, and historical trends.
Using the XL TestView plugin
available in the Jenkins
Download Center, you can
pull data straight out of
Jenkins jobs.

Try XL TestView today.
https://xebialabs.com/products/xl-testview/community/
Learn more at
https://xebialabs.com/products/xl-testview/

XebiaLabs gives you the tools you need to
deliver higher quality software, faster, at scale.
Our solutions for DevOps and Continuous
Delivery bring speed, clarity, and simplicity to
your software delivery practice.
Visit xebialabs.com for more info.

Orasi is a leading provider of software
testing services using market-leading
test management, test automation,
enterprise testing, environment hosting,
and mobile testing technology.
Visit orasi.com for more info.

